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HeartStrings Pattern: KH01 - 5322

Scalloped Juliet Cap

Treat yourself, or someone else you love, to a little bit of extravagance. Soft
scallops frame the face in this stylish cap knitted in a modified feather and
fan lace stitch. Choose a variegated yarn for zestful color interplay that is
enhanced by the wavy pattern. A nice alternate is to use a solid color yarn to
emphasize the lace.

Sizing
Medium adult - Finished
circumference 21” to fit head
approximately 22”.
Adjust size or snugness of fit by
adjusting gauge/needles used.
Yarn and Needles
Bulky or heavy worsted weight yarn
- 85 yards
Pictured models were knitted in
— Heritage hand-painted Cotton
Chenille - color Summer Haze
(variegated color hat on this page,
and to left in picture on next page)
— Heirloom Easycare 12 superwash
merino – color #715 (solid color hat
to right in picture on next page).

Gauge: 12 stitch repeat of modified feather and fan pattern = 3½ inches
Needles: 1 - 16” circular needle and 1 - set of double pointed needles —
Size 7 US / 4.5 mm needles (suggested for Heritage Cotton Chenille), or
size 10 US / 6 mm needles (suggested for Heirloom Easycare 12), or
as needed to give gauge.
If adjusting size, modify gauge using larger or smaller needles as necessary.
Note: The Heritage Cotton Chenille is unlike chenille yarns the knitter may have experienced
previously which require working very tightly to avoid unsightly looping. With Heritage, just
knit with your regular tension.
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